AN ALGORITHM FOR COPY OPTIMIZATION, BASED ON NL176.

THIS COPY OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM IS A FLOW ANALYSIS OF #SHADOW VARIABLES#, AS DEFINED IN NL176, IT LOCATES THE POTENTIALLY DESTRUCTIVE USES AND INSTRUCTIONS WHERE SHARE BITS ARE POSSIBLY SET, THEN, BY A STRAIGHT FORWARD TECHNIQUE WHICH COMBINES LIVE/DEAD INFORMATION AND CONSTANT PROPAGATION FOR THESE SHARE BIT VARIABLES, WE MOVE COPIES OUT OF LOOPS, SUPPRESS SETTINGS OF SHARE BITS, AND FIND ALL UNCONDITIONAL COPIES AND NO-COPIES.

ALTHOUGH IT IS POSSIBLE TO PERFORM THIS COPY OPTIMIZATION BY AN INTERVAL-ORIENTED ALGORITHM, WITH TWO PASSES THROUGH THE DERIVED SEQUENCE, IT SEEMS BEST TO DO IT IN THE STRAIGHT-FORWARD WAY EXPLAINED BELOW, FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS:

A) MUCH OF THE DATA THAT OUR ALGORITHM USES IS ALREADY CONTAINED IN THE BFROM MAP, WHICH WAS INDEED OBTAINED BY SUCH AN INTERVAL ORIENTED ALGORITHM.

B) IT IS NOT CLEAR WHICH OF THESE TWO ALGORITHMS WILL BE MORE EFFICIENT, THE ALGORITHM GIVEN BELOW IS ALMOST LINEAR IN THE NUMBER OF POTENTIALLY DESTRUCTIVE USES, AND THE INTERVAL ORIENTED ALGORITHM REQUIRES A TIME THAT CONTAINS AN ADDITIONAL FACTOR ROUGHLY PROPORTIONAL TO THE NUMBER OF BASIC BLOCKS IN THE PROGRAM, AND SO MIGHT BE LESS EFFICIENT, ESPECIALLY IF WE ANTICIPATE THE NUMBER OF DESTRUCTIVE USES TO BE A RATHER SMALL PORTION OF THE PROGRAM LENGTH.

C) OUR ALGORITHM ALLOWS US TO PERFORM THE COPY OPTIMIZATION INTER-PROCEDURALLY, THE INTERVAL-ORIENTED ONE IS NOT SUITABLE FOR INTER-PROCEDURAL ANALYSIS.

WE FIRST BEGIN BY SCANNING THE CODE, LOCATING ALL POSSIBLE INSTRUCTIONS WHICH MIGHT #DEFINE# OR #USE# THE SHARE BITS. A #DEFINITION# IS EITHER A VALUE CREATING INSTRUCTION, WHICH Assigns 0 TO THE SHARE BIT OF ITS VARIABLE (MEANING THAT THIS VALUE IS DEFINITELY NOT SHARED), OR IS A VALUE TRANSMITTING, RETRIEVING OR EMBEDDING INSTRUCTION, SUCH AS A SIMPLE ASSIGNMENT, MAP RETRIEVAL, SET INSERTION ETC., ALL OF WHICH USUALLY ASSIGN #1# TO THE SHARE BIT OF ONE OR MORE OF THEIR VARIABLES, MEANING THAT THE VALUE OF THIS VARIABLE BECOMES SHARED AFTER THIS INSTRUCTION.

A #USE# OF THE SHARE BIT IS A POTENTIALLY DESTRUCTIVE USE OF THE CORRESPONDING VARIABLE.
AN ADDITIONAL COMPLICATION ARISES IN THE CASE OF SIMPLE ASSIGNMENTS AND ASSIGNMENT-LIKE OPERATIONS SUCH AS ARGIN AND ARGOUT, AN ASSIGNMENT X = Y SHOULD SET THE SHARE BIT OF X, UNLESS Y IS BOTH DEAD AND UNSHARED AT THIS POINT, THE ORIGINAL APPROACH, SUGGESTED BY J. SCHWARTZ IN NL, 176, IS TO SET THE SHARE BIT OF X UNCONDITIONALLY AT THIS ASSIGNMENT, HOWEVER, THERE ARE TWO VERY FREQUENT CASES FOR WHICH THIS OVER-ESTIMATION MIGHT PROPAGATE A CONSIDERABLE AMOUNT OF UNNECESSARY COPY OPERATIONS.


THE OTHER, MUCH MORE FREQUENT, CASE CONCERNS TEMPORARIES, ANY EXPRESSION COMPUTATION, SUCH AS A = B + C, WILL EXPAND INTO T = B + C; A = T; WHERE T IS ATEMPORARY NAME UNIQUELY REPRESENTING THE COMPUTATION B + C, UNLESS B + C IS A COMMON SUB EXPRESSION WHICH WILL LATER BE USED WITHOUT BEING RE-DEFINED (AFTER THE COMMON SUB EXPRESSION ELIMINATION PHASE), THERE IS NO NEED TO SET THE SHARE BIT OF A, SINCE IN THE OTHER CASES T WILL BE AN UNSHARED (BEING CREATED JUST NOW) AND DEAD VARIABLE AT THE ASSIGNMENT, THE PREVIOUS APPROACH WOULD THEREFORE IMPLY THAT ALL NEWLY CREATED VALUES WOULD IMMEDIATELY BE JUDGED TO BE SHARED, AN ASSUMPTION WHICH WILL NEGATE MOST OF THE GAINS OF COPY OPTIMIZATION.

WE SHALL THEREFORE TREAT ASSIGNMENTS IN A SPECIAL WAY IN OUR ALGORITHM, CONSIDERING THEM AS PARTLY TRANSMITTING, PARTLY SETTING THE SHARE BIT, THAT MEANS THAT WE SHALL SOMETIMES TRACE THE EARLIEST POINTS OF SETTING THE SHARE BIT, CROSSING ASSIGNMENTS WHILE DOING SO.

IN THE FIRST SCAN OF THE CODE WE COMPUTE THE FOLLOWING OBJECTS,

SHAREBIT - A MAP ON OCCURRENCES, WITH VALUES 0 OR 1 IF AN OCCURRENCE TURNS OFF OR ON THE SHARE BIT OF ITS VARIABLE, AND WITH VALUE 2 IF THE OCCURRENCE IS AN OVARABLE OF AN ASSIGNMENT FOR WHICH THE IVARIABLE IS DEAD (AND THEREFORE THIS ASSIGNMENT ACTS AS A TRANSMISSION OF THE SHARE BIT FROM THE IVARIABLE TO THE OVARABLE),
Otherwise sharebit of an occurrence is undefined, indicating that this occurrence does not affect the share bit.

Sharebituse - All variable occurrences which appear in a potentially destructive use.

After this preliminary pass, we iterate over all variables iv which represent a use of the share bit of some variable v. For each such occurrence, we find the largest gross interval i containing iv, such that the share bit of v was never set in i without being dropped before iv was reached. If i is the entire program then no copy is required, and we set copyflag(iv) to copy-no. If there is no such i, then either a copy will always be required, if all previous occurrences of the current value of v set the share bit (and then we set copyflag(iv) to copy-phe), or a run time test of the share bit is needed, and then we set copyflag(iv) to copy-tes]. In all other cases, we move the copy to the target block of i. However, this moved copy can still be either conditional or unconditional, depending on whether there was or there was not a new creation of this value prior to this interval.

In order to find the interval i, we compute a selective transitive closure set, using the bfrom map and assignments which act as a share bit transfer. More precisely, we find the set s of all previous occurrences of of the value of iv, from which iv can be reached via a path, such that all other occurrences of this value along this path do not set the share bit of this value (but may transfer it from one variable to another); (this can be compared to the crthis map of the "shadow variable occurrence", corresponding to the share bit of iv).

Then, for each oiv in s which sets the share bit, we determine the largest gross interval i which contains iv but not oiv; the minimum of these intervals i is the required interval.

To determine whether the copy should be conditional or unconditional, we also calculate an auxiliary interval i1 which is the smallest interval containing iv and all the previous new value creations of this value. The copy should be conditional if and only if i1 strictly contains i. I1 is computed in a similar way to the computation of i.
A second related optimization, which is somewhat marginal, is to suppress a setting of the share bit if this bit is never going to be used, i.e., there is no subsequent potentially destructive use of the corresponding value.

Since in the absence of any flag information concerning share bits, the code generator will not touch the share bits at all, we have to assign copy-set to copyflag(iv) if and only if the instruction of iv essentially sets this bit, and there is a subsequent use of the share bit of the corresponding value. (By #subsequent# we mean a selective transitive closure, using the ffrom map and share bit transfer assignments, completely analogous to the above mentioned closure of ffrom.)

Note that the second phase is independent of the first, even though copies might have been moved out of intervals in the first phase, which might have changed the crthisinv map of the shadow variables, however, it is easily checked that a share bit was set prior to executing the copy if and only if it was set prior to the destructive use (unless it was later dropped before this destructive use, in which case we do not consider this setting at all).

Moreover, it can be shown that the only case of inserting a redundant copy operation is the insertion of two identical copy operations into the target block of the same interval. Indeed, if two copy operations of the same variable are found to be inserted into the target blocks of two intervals i1 and i2, then either i1 = i2, or neither of them contains the other, or if i1, say, contains i2 then the occurrence which induced the copy at the entry of i1 is in a loop-free part of i1, before the entry of i2, so that both copy operations are not redundant.

We might even improve this optimization, by suppressing the setting of the share bit, if none of its subsequent uses have their copyflag = copy-test, which means that the share bit will never be tested, since all subsequent copies of this variable are now explicit in the code.

For the sake of efficiency, we insert this optimization into the main iteration over the share bit uses, specifically, whenever we find a use whose copyflag has been set to copy-test, then, and only then, we explicitly set the share bit of all prior occurrences which essentially set this bit.

The implementation of this algorithm is very straightforward. For the sake of completeness we include here a setl version of it. Later we shall give some examples of copy optimizations that are caught by this algorithm, and some that are not caught.
MODULE COPYOP;

DEFINE COPY-OPTIMIZE PUBLIC;
$ THIS IS THE MAIN DRIVING ROUTINE OF THIS ALGORITHM,
$ IT INVOKES THE FOLLOWING PROCEDURES,
$ SCAN-SHARES - THE FIRST SCAN THROUGH THE CODE TO LOCATE
$ DEFINITIONS AND USES OF THE SHARE BITS,
$ FIND-COPIES - ANALYZING EACH POTENTIALLY DESTRUCTIVE USE
$ FOR THE REQUIRED COPY ACTIONS,

SCAN-SHARES();
FIND-COPIES();
RETURN;
END COPY-OPTIMIZE;

DEFINE SCAN-SHARES;
$ FIRST SCAN THROUGH THE CODE TO LOCATE DEFINITIONS AND USES OF
$ THE SHARE BITS.

COPYFLAG := NL;
$ COPYFLAG IS A MAP ON OCCURRENCES, INDICATING WHAT COPY ACTION
$ SHOULD BE TAKEN AT EACH OCCURRENCE, THE RANGE OF COPYFLAG
$ CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING POSSIBLE VALUES,
$ COPY-NO - NO COPY IS REQUIRED,
$ COPY-PRE - COPY BEFORE THE INSTRUCTION,
$ COPY-TEST - COPY BEFORE THE INSTRUCTION IF THE CORRESPONDING
$ SHARE BIT IS ON, OTHERWISE DO NOT COPY,
$ COPY-SET - SET THE SHARE BIT,

SHAREBIT := NL;
$ SHAREBIT IS A MAP ON OCCURRENCES, HAVING THE VALUE 0 IF
$ THE CORRESPONDING VARIABLE GETS A NEW UNSHARED VALUE, 1
$ IF THE VALUE OF THE VARIABLE BECOMES SHARED AT THIS
$ INSTRUCTION, 2 IF THIS IS A SHARE BIT TRANSFER BY AN ASSIGNMENT,
$ AND UNDEFINED OTHERWISE.

SHAREBITUSE := NL;
$ SHAREBITUSE IS THE SET OF ALL POTENTIALLY DESTRUCTIVE USES.
iterate over the code
  \( \text{OV} := \text{GET-OVAR}(I) \);
  \( \text{OV} \) is the OVARiable
  case \( \text{OPCODE}(I) \) of
    \( \text{\texttt{OPS-ASSIGN}} \):
      \( \text{\texttt{if the IVAriable is dead}} \)
      \( \text{IV} := \text{GET-IVARS}(I)(1) \) \( \text{\texttt{get the IVAriable}} \)
      \( \text{if FFROMIV2} /= \text{NL} \) then
      \( \text{\texttt{if the IVAriable is live, then both IT and the OVARiable}} \)
      \( \text{SHARE IHEIR VALUES,} \)
      \( \text{SHAREBIT(OV)} := 1; \)
      \( \text{SHAREBIT(IV)} := 1; \)
      \( \text{else SHAREBIT(OV)} := 2; \)
      \( \text{indicating a SHARE bit transfer (i.e., the SHARE bit of OV} \)
      \( \text{should be set iff the SHARE bit of IV is set at this point),} \)
      \( \text{end if;} \)
    \( \text{\texttt{OPS-RETRIEVE + OPS-EXTRACTS}} \):
      \( \text{IN a RETRIEVAL or an EXTRACTION, set the SHARE bit of} \)
      \( \text{the OVARiable,} \)
      \( \text{SHAREBIT(OV)} := 1; \)
    \( \text{\texttt{OPS-NEWVAL}} \):
      \( \text{IN a VALUE CREATING instruction, turn off the SHARE bit} \)
      \( \text{of the OVARiable,} \)
      \( \text{SHAREBIT(OV)} := 0; \)
    \( \text{\texttt{OPS-DESTRUCT}} \):
      \( \text{IN a potentially destructive use, the OVARiable is never} \)
      \( \text{shared, having a new value, if the destructive use is local} \)
      \( \text{in nature (namely, a modification of a gross object by inserting} \)
      \( \text{or deleting an element) then this element value becomes shared,} \)
      \( \text{in any case, the SHARE bit of the gross object is \texttt{!USED?},} \)
      \( \text{SHAREBIT(OV)} := 0; \)
      \( \text{SHAREBITUSE with \texttt{LARGE-OBJ}(I));} \)
      \( \text{if \texttt{OPCODE}(I) in \texttt{OPS-LOCAL} then} \)
      \( \text{SHAREBIT(\texttt{SMALL-OBJ}(I)}) := 1; \)
      \( \text{end case;} \)

  end case;

  find for all occurrences whose SHARE bit is 2 whether they should
  be treated as a setting of the SHARE bit, or a drop, or both,
  \( \text{\texttt{PREVSEIS := PREVDROPS := NL;}} \)
  \( \text{\texttt{PREVSETS is the set of all pairs \{OIV, RCS\}, where OIV} \)
  \( \text{is an OVARiable in a SHARE bit transfer assignment, and} \)
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$ RCS IS A RE-STRING LEADING FROM A PREVIOUS SETTING OF THE $ SHARE BIT OF THE TRANSFERRED VALUE TO THIS ASSIGNMENT,
$ PREVDROP IS THE SAME, EXCEPT FOR A DROP INSTEAD OF A SETTING,

(*) OIV + DOM(SHAREBIT) + SHAREBIT(OIV) = 2)
SEEN := ≤ OIV ≥;
WORK := ≤ [NULL-PATH, OIV] ≥;
( WHILE WORK /= NL)
   [STR, OV] FROM WORK;
   IV := IVARN(OV, 2);
   PREVS := ≤ [STR2, OIV1] ; [STR1, OIV1] + BFROM(IV) ;
   OIV1 NOTIN SEEN AND
   (STR2 := STR1 CC, STR) /= ERROR-PATH ≥;
CHECKED := NL;
( WHILE PREVS /= NL)
   [STR2, OIV1] FROM PREVS;
   CHECKED WITH [STR2, OIV1];
CASE SHAREBIT(OIV1) OF
   (OM) : PREVS + ≤ [STR3, OIV2] ; [STR0, OIV2] + BFROM(OIV1)
   + (STR3 = STR0 CC, STR2) /= ERROR-PATH ≥ ;
   CHECKED;
   (0) : PREVDROPS WITH [OIV, STR2];
   (1) : PREVSETS WITH [OIV, STR2];
   (2) : SEEN WITH OIV1;
   WORK WITH [STR2, OIV1];
   END CASE;
END WHILE;
END WHILE;
END $;
RETURN;
END SCAN-SHARES;

DEFINE FIND-COPIES;
$ MAIN ROUTINE - ITERATE OVER THE USES OF THE SHARE BITS.
(*) IV+SHAREBITUSE
$ WE NOW COMPUTE INTSEQ = THE TUPLE OF ALL THE INTERVALS
$ CONTAINING IV,

INSEQ := (B ; (FOR 8 I = INTOV(BLOCKOF(INSTNO(IV))));
   WHILE 8 /= OM DOING & I = INTOV(B)));
\texttt{INTZERO} := 0;

\texttt{INTZERO} IS THE SMALLEST INTERVAL CONTAINING \texttt{IV} SUCH THAT
\texttt{ALL ZERO SETT\'INGS (NEW VALUE CREATIONS) TO THE SHARE BIT OF \texttt{IV}}
\texttt{THE VALUE OF IV, DONE PRIOR TO IV, ARE IN THIS INTERVAL.}

\texttt{INTONE} := \texttt{INTSEQ} + 1;

\texttt{INTONE} IS THE LARGEST INTERVAL CONTAINING \texttt{IV} SUCH THAT \texttt{ALL}
\texttt{SETTINGS OF THE SHARE BIT OF THE VALUE OF IV WERE DONE}
\texttt{OUTSIDE OF THIS INTERVAL.}

\texttt{PREVS} := \texttt{BFROM(IV)} LESS \texttt{[NULL-\texttt{PATH}, IV]};
\texttt{PREV-BITSETS} := \texttt{NL};

\texttt{PREV-BITSETS} IS THE SET OF ALL PREVIOUS OCCURRENCES OF THIS
\texttt{VARIABLE, WHICH SET THE SHARE BIT, WE KEEP THEM TO INSERT IV}
\texttt{THEM EXPLICITLY THE COPY-SET ACTION, SHOULD A COPY-TEST ACTION}
\texttt{BE REQUIRED AT IV.}

\texttt{CHECKED} := \texttt{NL};

\texttt{(WHILE PREVS /= NL)}
\texttt{[STR, OIV] FROM PREVS;}
\texttt{CHECKED WITH [STR, OIV];}

\texttt{CASE SHAREBIT(OIV) OF}

\texttt{(0)}
\texttt{PREVS <= [STR1, OIV1] : [STR0, OIV1] + BFROM(OIV) +}
\texttt{([STRO CC, STR) /= ERROR-PATH} \texttt{\& CHECKED;}

\texttt{(0)}
\texttt{INTZERO := INTMIN(OIV, STR, INTZERO);}
\texttt{INTMIN RETURNS THE SMALLEST INDEX \texttt{I} IN INTSEQ SUCH THAT \texttt{I} \geq INTZERO AND OIV IN INTSEQ(I).}

\texttt{(1)}
\texttt{INTONE := INTMAX(OIV, STR, INTONE);}
\texttt{PREV-BITSETS WITH OIV;}
\texttt{INTMAX RETURNS THE LARGEST INDEX \texttt{I} IN INTSEQ SUCH THAT \texttt{I} \leq INTONE AND OIV NOT IN INTSEQ(I).}

\texttt{(2)}
\texttt{A PREVIOUS TRANSFER ASSIGNMENT, CHECK IF THERE IS A RC-STRING}
\texttt{LEADING TO THIS ASSIGNMENT FROM A SETTING (DROP) OF THE SHARE BIT,}
\texttt{WHICH IS COMPATIBLE WITH THE CURRENT RC-STRING, IF SO, REGARD}
\texttt{THIS ASSIGNMENT AS A SETTING (DROP) OF THE SHARE BIT, NOTE THAT}
\texttt{THIS ASSIGNMENT MAY BE REGARDED AS BOTH A SETTING AND A DROP}
IF (Ξ STR1 + PREVSETSSOIV2 + STR1 CC, STR /= ERROR-PATH) THEN
  INTONE := [INTMAX(OIV,STR,INTONE)];
  PREV-BITSETS WITH OIV;
ELSEIF (Ξ STR1 + PREVDROPSSOIV2 + STR1 CC, STR /= ERROR-PATH) THEN
  INTZERO := [INTMIN(OIV,STR,INTZERO)];
END IF;
END CASE;
END WHILE;

$ NOW DETERMINE, ACCORDING TO INTZERO AND INTONE, THE COPY ACTION $ TO BE DONE AT IV.

IF INTONE > INTSEQ THEN
$ NO PRIOR SETTING OF THE SHARE BIT, SO $ COPYFLAG(IV) := COPY-NO;
ELSEIF INTONE = 0 THEN
$ NO COPY MOTION IS POSSIBLE, CHECK IF CONDITIONAL OR UNCONDITIONAL $ COPY IS REQUIRED.
  IF INTZERO /= 0 THEN
$ PRIOR NEW VALUE CREATION, A CONDITIONAL COPY
    COPYFLAG(IV) := COPY-TEST;
$ AT THIS POINT, PRIOR SETTINGS OF THE SHARE BIT WERE INDEED $ NECESSARY, SET THEM EXPLICITLY;
      (←OIV + PREV-BITSETS)
    COPYFLAG(OIV) := COPY-SET;
  ELSE COPYFLAG(IV) := COPY-PRE; $ UNCONDITIONAL COPY $ END IF;
ELSE $ IN THIS CASE COPY MOTION IS POSSIBLE
  COPYFLAG(IV) := COPY-NO;
  VI := O1-NAME(IV);
  I := INS-TARG(INTSEQ(INTONE),O1-ASN,[VI,VI]);
$ THIS ROUTINE CHECKS WHETHER AN IDENTICAL COPY ASSIGNMENT $ ALREADY EXISTS IN THE TARGET BLOCK OF THIS INTERVAL, IF NOT, $ IT INSERTS THAT ASSIGNMENT INTO THIS BLOCK, AND RETURNS $ THE NEW INSTRUCTION IDENTIFIER, OTHERWISE IT RETURNS OM.
  IF I /= OM THEN
    IF INTZERO > INTONE THEN
$ A NEW VALUE CREATION PRIOR TO THIS INTERVAL HEAD, $ A CONDITIONAL COPY.
      COPYFLAG([1,2]) := COPY-TEST;
$ AT THIS POINT, PRIOR SETTINGS OF THE SHARE BIT WERE INDEED $ NECESSARY, SET THEM EXPLICITLY,
DEFlectric INTHMAX(OI, RCS, IN) $ THIS FUNCTION COMPUTES THE LARGEST INDEX I IN INTSEQ, $ A TUPLE CONTAINING ALL INTERVALS CONTAINING A CERTAIN $ OCCURRENCE, SUCH THAT I ≤ IND AND (OI, RCS) NOT IN INTSEQ(I). BEGIN IF IND = 0 THEN RETURN IND; $ THERE ARE ALREADY BAD OCCURRENCES INSIDE THE FIRST $ ORDER INTERVAL CONTAINING THIS OCCURRENCE, NOTHING TO DO. ELSEIF RCS /= NULL-PATH THEN $ THE OCCURRENCE IS IN ANOTHER PROCEDURE, IF RCS(RCS)(1) = RC-CALL THEN $ OI REACHES THIS PROCEDURE THROUGH ITS ENTRY, IF IND > *INTSEQ THEN RETURN *INTSEQ; ELSE RETURN IND; END IF ELSE INT := BLOCKOF(RCS(RCS)(2)); $ OTHERWISE, OI REACHES THIS PROCEDURE THROUGH A RETURN TO $ SOME CALLING INSTRUCTION, PROCEED AS IF OI OCCURRED AT THIS $ CALLING INSTRUCTION. END IF ELSE INT := BLOCKOF(INSTNO(OI)); $ INT IS THE BLOCK CONTAINING OI, END IF $ NOW ITERATE THROUGH THE DERIVED SEQUENCE AND FIND THE FIRST $ INTERVAL IN INTSEQ CONTAINING OI, IF IT IS OF ORDER I > IND $ THEN RETURN IND, OTHERWISE RETURN I-1.
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\{(\# I := 1, \ldots, \#IN T T E Q) \}
\quad INT := \text{INTV}(\text{INT})
\quad \text{IF} \quad \text{INT} = \text{INTT E Q}(1) \quad \text{TH E N} \quad \text{R E T U R N} \quad I = 1; \quad \text{I F} \quad I = \text{IND} \quad \text{TH E N} \quad \text{R E T U R N} \quad \text{IND}; \quad \text{E N D} \quad \}

$\text{N O} \quad \text{S U C H} \quad \text{I N T E R V A L} \quad \text{T H E} \quad \text{G R A P H} \quad \text{M U S T} \quad \text{B E} \quad \text{I R R E D U C I B L E} \quad \text{A N D}$
$\text{I N D} \quad \text{M U S T} \quad \text{B E} \quad \# \text{IN T T E Q} \quad \text{R E T U R N} \quad \text{T H E} \quad \text{L A R G E S T} \quad \text{I N D E X} \quad \text{I N} \text{I N T T E Q} \quad \text{R E T U R N} \quad \# \text{I N T T E Q};$
$\text{E N D;}$
$\text{E N D} \quad \text{I N T T E Q}_{-} \text{M A X;}$

$\text{D E F I N E} \quad \text{I N T M I N}(01, \text{RCS}, \text{IND})$
$\text{T H I S} \quad \text{F U N C T I O N} \quad \text{C O M P U T E S} \quad \text{T H E} \quad \text{S M A L L E S T} \quad \text{I N D E X} \quad \text{I N} \text{I N T T E Q},$
$\text{A} \quad \text{T U P L E} \quad \text{C O N T A I N I N G} \quad \text{A L L} \quad \text{I N T E R V A L S} \quad \text{C O N T A I N I N G} \quad \text{A} \quad \text{C E R T A I N}$
$\text{O C C U R R E N C E}, \quad \text{S U C H} \quad \text{T H A T} \quad I \quad \geq \quad \text{IND} \quad \text{A N D} \quad [O1, \text{RCS}] \quad \text{I N} \text{I N T T E Q}(1),$
$\text{T H E} \quad \text{F L O W} \quad \text{I S} \quad \text{S I M I L A R} \quad \text{T O} \quad \text{T H E} \quad \text{P R E V I O U S} \quad \text{R O U T I N E,} \quad \text{I N T T E Q}_{-} \text{M A X}.$
$\text{B E G I N}$
$\text{I F} \quad \text{IND} \quad \geq \quad \# \text{I N T T E Q} \quad \text{T H E N} \quad \text{R E T U R N} \quad \text{IND} ;$
$\text{N O} \quad \text{W A Y} \quad \text{T O} \quad \text{F I N D} \quad \text{A} \quad \text{L A R G E R} \quad \text{I N T E R V A L} \quad \text{T H A N} \quad \text{T H E} \quad \text{C U R R E N T} \quad \text{O N E},$
$\text{E L S E I F} \quad \text{RCS} \quad / = \quad \text{N U L L - P A T H} \quad \text{T H E N}$
$\quad \text{I F} \quad \text{RCS}(\# \text{RCS})(1) \quad = \quad \text{R C - C A L L} \quad \text{T H E N} \quad \text{R E T U R N} \quad \# \text{I N T T E Q} + 1 ;$
$\quad \text{E L S E} \quad \text{I N T} \quad := \quad \text{B L O C K O F}(\text{RCS}(\# \text{RCS})(2));$
$\quad \text{E N D} \quad \text{I F} ;$
$\quad \text{E L S E} \quad \text{I N T} \quad := \quad \text{B L O C K O F}(\text{I N S T N O}(01));$
$\quad \text{E N D} \quad \text{I F} ;$
$\text{I T E R A T E} \quad \text{O V E R} \quad \text{T H E} \quad \text{D E R I V E D} \quad \text{S E Q U E N C E} \quad \text{A S} \quad \text{B E F O R E}, \quad \text{R E T U R N}$
$\text{T H E} \quad \text{M A X I M U M} \quad \text{O F} \quad \text{IND} \quad \text{A N D} \quad \text{T H E} \quad \text{I N D E X} \quad \text{O F} \quad \text{T H E} \quad \text{F I R S T} \quad \text{I N T E R V A L} \quad \text{I N}$
$\text{I N T T E Q} \quad \text{C O N T A I N I N G} \quad 01,$
$\quad (\# I := 1, \ldots, \# \text{I N T T E Q})$
$\quad \text{I N T} \quad := \quad \text{I N T V}(\text{I N T})$
$\quad \text{I F} \quad \text{I N T} \quad := \quad \text{I N T T E Q}(1) \quad \text{T H E N}$
$\quad \quad \text{I F} \quad I \quad \geq \quad \text{IND} \quad \text{T H E N} \quad \text{R E T U R N} \quad I ;$
$\quad \quad \text{E L S E} \quad \text{R E T U R N} \quad \text{IND} ;$
$\quad \text{E N D} \quad \text{I F} ;$
$\quad \text{E N D} \quad \$
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$ NO SUCH INTERVAL FOUND, RETURN AN INDICATION THAT
$ CI IS OUT OF THE LARGEST INTERVAL IN INTEG;

RETURN INTEG + 1;
END;

END INTEG;

END COPYUP;

EXAMPLES
----------

1. CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING SETL CODE FRAGMENT,

\[
\begin{align*}
L1 & \quad A = B; \\
L2 & \quad (\times X \times S) \quad (\times X \times S) \\
L3 & \quad A \text{ with } X;
\end{align*}
\]

SUPPOSE THAT B IS LIVE AFTER INSTRUCTION L1, OR THAT THE
VALUE OF B IS SHARED BEFORE EXECUTING L1, THEN OUR ALGORITHM
WILL MOVE THE COPY THAT WILL BE OTHERWISE REQUIRED BEFORE
THE DESTRUCTIVE USE OF A AT L3, OUT OF THE LOOP TO THE
POINT JUST BEFORE L2; THIS OPTIMIZATION IS ALMOST IDENTICAL
to the "COPY ON ASSIGNMENT" OPTIMIZATION, SUGGESTED BY
R. DEWAR IN NL. 164, WHICH IS TO COPY JUST AFTER THE ASSIGNMENT
AT L1. OUR OPTIMIZATION IS EVEN SUPERIOR TO THE OTHER ONE,
SINCE IT INSERTS THE COPY OPERATION AT THE POINT OF MINIMAL
LOOP-NESTING LEVEL ON THE PATH FROM L1 TO L3, WHEREAS THE
COPY-ON-ASSIGNMENT OPTIMIZATION MIGHT CREATE UNNECESSARY
COPY OPERATIONS IF, FOR EXAMPLE, L1 IS CONTAINED IN ANOTHER
LOOP.

MOREOVER, IF B IS DEAD JUST AFTER L1 (AS WILL BE THE CASE IF
L1 IS ACTUALLY A VALUE TRANSFER FROM A FORMAL WRITE PARAMETER
TO AN ACTUAL ARGUMENT), THEN OUR COPY OPTIMIZATION DEPENDS ON
THE WAY IN WHICH B WAS CREATED, IF ALL PREVIOUS CREATIONS OF
B THAT REACH L1 WERE NEW VALUE CREATIONS, THEN NO COPY WILL
BE INSERTED. IF SOME OF THESE CREATIONS YIELD NEW VALUES AND
SOME YIELD SHARED VALUES, THEN WE SHALL INSERT A CONDITIONAL
COPY JUST BEFORE L2, INVOLVING A TEST OF THE SHARE BIT OF A.
IF ALL OF THESE CREATIONS YIELD SHARED VALUES, THEN AN
UNCONDITIONAL COPY WILL BE INSERTED THERE. FINALLY, THE
INSTRUCTION AT L1, WHICH POTENTIALLY HAS TO SET THE SHARE BIT
OF A, WILL DO SO ONLY IN THE CASE WHERE A CONDITIONAL COPY
OF A HAS BEEN INSERTED.

2. AS FAR AS COPY OPTIMIZATION WITH RESPECT TO LOOPS IS
CONSIDERED, OUR ALGORITHM WILL DO BETTER THAN THE COPY-ON-
ASSIGNMENT ONE. HOWEVER, THERE ARE SOME CASES OF STRAIGHT-
LINE CODE COPY OPTIMIZATIONS WHICH OUR ALGORITHM WILL NOT
CATCH, WHEREAS THE OTHER ALGORITHM WILL. HOWEVER, WE BELIEVE
THAT THESE CASES ARE QUITE RARE. DESPITE, TO DETECT THESE
CASES REQUIRES A FULL VALUE-FLOW INFORMATION, WHICH IS NOT
NEEDED FOR OUR ALGORITHM.

ONE SUCH EXAMPLE IS AS FOLLOWS,

L1  B := A;
L2  C := A;
L3  (x, y) := S
     B WITH X;
     C WITH Y;

SUPPOSE THAT A HAS BEEN CREATED BEFORE L1 AS A NEW VALUE,
AND THAT IT IS DEAD AFTER L2. OUR ALGORITHM WILL INSERT
COPY OPERATIONS OF B AND C BEFORE L3, BUT ACTUALLY ONLY ONE OF
THEM SHOULD BE COPIED.